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REPORT FROM THE ROUNDTABLE
"JUST WAR AND GENOCIDE"

8-9 December 2000
Ottawa

In thefirst week ofDecember, a group ofprominent scholars andpracti:ioners
met in Ottawa to discuss a collection ofpapers on Just War and Genocide. The
meeting, hosted by the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development,
pro vided the authors an opportunity to share views with peers before preparing
final drafts ofpapers for circulation to policy makers, the International
Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS), and others. The
papers will also be published in a volume by McMillan at the end of 2001. The
project, initiated by the Foundation for International Security (United Kingdom)
four years ago, aims to outline a moral and legalframnework for state intervention
and evaluate possible responses available to the international communitv in the
face of a genocide. Thefollowing is a thematic synopsis of key points made during
the t-wo-day discussion.

List of Presented Papers

* Stan Windass, Just War and Human Rights
* Barbara Harff and Ted Robert Gurr, Genocide and Politicide in Global Perspective: The

Historical Record and Future Risks
* Satish Nanibiar, The Military Dilemma: Lessons From Experience (Presented by Stan

Windass)
* Steven Haines, Genocide, Humanitarian Intervention and International Law
* Tim Laurence, Humanitarian Assistance and Peacekeeping: Future Roles, Future



the Cold War prevented the United Nations from enforcing global justice for ideological reasons.

A complex array of peacekeepiflg initiatives ernerged in line with the non-violent tradition,

giving rise to a dichotomy between peacekeeping and war fighting. Tbis dichotomy led to efforts

aimed at trying to keep peace when there was no peace to keep. Other related trends emerged

during the past century: a human rights movement and a revolution in transparency'. which was

brought about by the extraordinary explosion of communications. Both had a profound impact on

how the politics of identity shape conflict. As the world shrinks and human rights awareness

mounts, genocide cornes into sharp focus.

Saul Mendlovitz raised a point that because the just war framnework overwhelmingly reflects a

Western perspective, it may prove constraining for some to endorse this idea wholeheartedly.

Others, including Howard Adelman, expressed their uneasiness about framing the theory and

practice of the United Nations within the just war tradition. The foundation of the UN is rooted

as much in the peace doctrine as in just war theory.

The assumption that the maintenance of international order (i.e., the conduct of a just war) in the

Middle Ages was squarely the sovereign's responsibility is false, Adelman went on to say.

Instead, the sovereign was subject to a separate moral authority vested in the Church. Unlike the

Church in the past, the UN does not have a separate moral authority today. It is self-constituted

by member states that may or may not intervene in the international arena, bringing into focus

questions related to the creation of international standards, the existence of moral and

independent authority, the nature and membership of the international community, and other

issues.

Tirn Laurence said that even though there may not be a separate moral authority, the internationa

community legitimises or condemns actions through postfacto evaluations, as was the case in th

aftermath of the Kosovo intervention. In this sense, NATO may have felt it had moral authority

to intervene and the international conununity gave its actions moral approval, despite the

structural barriers at the Security Council. In a similar vein, Steven Haines insisted that the

- ýrsrt tt% fnrrip i.r leç2ltimate when made within the international conimunity



* the decision to resort to force must be made by a legitimnate authorîty (i.e., collectively),
reflect ajust cause, and be pursued with a morally right intention,

* military intervention must be regarded as a last resort and have a reasonable prospect of
success.

However, what happens if there is no single state (or a collectivity of states) willing and able to
intervene, asked Adelman? Nurnerous examples exist when the international communityjust
stood by while grave crimes against humanity were being committed. There is low tolerance
levels in democracies for casualties and unwillingness to sacrifice life in far away places. The
question of proportionality between the casualties of (mostly) Western armies and the casualties
of (mostly non-Western) civilians was also raised. How many Somali lives is one American life
worth, asked John Mueller? The high altitude air campaign in Kosovo clearly demonstrated the
reluctance on the part of NATO to lose military life at the expense of civilians on the ground.
Some participants disagreed with this assessment, pointing to missions where the loss of life is
expected and to the existence of soldiers, located in the West, ready to sacrifice their own lives.

The UN may well not be capable of dealing with the shift fromn interstate to intrastate confi&,
some argued. Steve Lee suggested to include Paul Heinbecker, Canada's Ambassador to the UN,
in future discussions to share the Canadian experience over the past two years at the Security
Council.

There is a need to address the appropriate use of other tools besides military intervention,
including diplomatic and economic sanctions. The need for creating a framework (scale) for their
use was raised.

Ted Gurr questioned the assumption made by Lieutenant General Nanibiar that "the current
levels of ethnic, religious, theological, and other such formns of confiict, are not likely to reduce
in scope or extent in the foresceable future." According to Gurr, the levels of conflict are actually
on a marked decrease. One reason for this trend, he said, are the initiatives of regional powers



and other international agencies, sai Adelman. The policies of these organisations have uneven

impact on different segments of post-conflict societies, making the concept irrelevant, at best.

Another exainple challenging neutrality in Bosnia, for instance, was the success of stopping

people fromn killing each other and then failing to assist them in returning to their occupied

homes.

The difference between Peacekeeping and peace enforcement was noted. Haines pointed out that

while peacekeeping provides conditions for other initiatives to move forward, peace enforcement

means enforcîng an agreement between opposing side. Hie went on to say that while it may be

possible to remain impartial on the strategic level, it is almost impossible to do so at the tactical

level. The military remains key during the transition period (which follows peace enforcement, in

Most cases) even though it is often difficuit to square milîtary and political objectives. While the

military may not be trained to fulfil civilian functions, such as policing, for instance, many

militari es are ready and often competent to play these rotes. Much depends on the type of

training and culture.

The importance of long terni commitment in peace operations and the need for political wîill and

pu~blic support was emphasised.

A Structural Model of the Preconditions of Genocide and Politicide

There was some discussion of a moddl to identify states at high risk of genocide and politicide,

devised by Barbara Harff and Ted Gurr in partnership with the U.S. govermnent. The model

identifies countries at risk of genocide and politicide in the early 21"~ century, based on a range of

"risk factors" including: the salience of elite ethnicity, exclusionary ideology, autocratie regime,

and others. While examples of countries at risk were provided, they were selected randomly



Somne pointed out the inadequacies of the risk factors and doubted the assessrnent of their relative
weight. Others asked whether differences in societies which mun along the sarne cleavage
acerbate the risk of genocide as opposed to cross-cutting cleavages. In other words, whether there
is a bigger risk of genocide in societies where differences (ethnic, religlous, socio-economiîc, etc.)
are concentrated within distinct groups as opposed to societies where differences (ethnic,
religious, socio-economic, etc.) run across the distinct groups' identities? Gurr pointed out that
evidence showing cross-cutting cleavages as preventing ethnic conflict is ver>' weak. Harff added
that the mobilisation of cleavages is more important that the differences themnselves - which is
among the reasons why democracy is the "trumping" condition most of the time. She also
pointed out that the data are not as inaccessible as some suggested and can be acquired through
several sources including published journal articles, and soon the University' of Maryland web-
site.

A United Nations Constabulary to Enforce the Law and Genocide and Crimes Against
Humanity

Mendlovitz emphasized the futility of indicting war criminals without convicting them and
bringing them to justice. We are seeing the emergence of a robust normative code that should, if
we had the means to implement it, create a global legal system. Yet in order for such a systemn to
be achieved and sustained, we need to increase our capacity at the enforcement level. In response
to this need, Mendlovitz envisions and recommends the formation of a United Nations
constabulary, made up of 12,000-20,000 individually recruited public servants. The force would
be lightly armed and trained to deal with crimes against humanity, rather than war crimes or
crimes of aggression. The idea of "international citizenship" should appi>' to these individuals,
such that their allegiance would be to the UN constabulary rather than to their country of origin.
So as not to paralyse the force, the Secretary General would have the authority to engage it
without the consensus of the Security Council.

Reactions centred around questions of the constabulary's mandate, its military capability, and its
financing. Gurr cautioned against restricting the force's mandate to "crimes against humanit>'."
Haines concurred, noting that it would also be difficuit to define the "crimes against huinanity"
from which the force would be expected to protect people. Where does the international
communit>' have a legitimate right to intervene? Where would the line be drawn? he asked. In a



is over, but not during, he said. Gurr agreed, suggesting that an~ intermediate force might bermore

appropriate.

Muchler added that our inàbility to try and convict war criminals is flot the cause of war. He

supported his statement by noting that slavery was abolished without trying siave-holders, and

also~ cited the two world wars as examples. Supporting earlier coinments about the size and

power of the constabulary, he asserted that what is really needed is "a bigger force to make thugs

fade away."

The feasibility of creating and engaging the constabulary was wklely questioned. Some

participants, including Mendlovitz, wondered who would finance this force. Weitz douhted,

given the concentrations of authority in the UN, that the force woul ever be put into action.

Unless you can get rid of the veto, you'll neyer get anywhere, he said. Harff shared the broad

concernis put forth about the i4ea of a constabulary, pointing out that it was not a new concept:

Why hasn't it worked ini the past?

A Strategy For Ending War

Jonathan Dean noted the lhiman and economic costs engeudered by violent contiet and

conclude4 that "we have to kill war or war will kill us." As a part of his "Global Action to

Prevent War," lie stressed two key steps:

* building down the milîtary capabulities of individual goveruiments

integatin glo ai al our varjous mechanisms for preventing war into a single

b luilding a worldwi4e coalition of govemnments and civil society organizatiofls to prmte



The European Union, he said, would never have gotten off the ground if proponents had clung
too tightly to grand, idealistic visions instead of gradually building mechanisms from the ground
up.

Many participants wondered what kind of practical steps could be taken to realize the goal of
ending war. Lee noted that getting smaller states on side is not the big problem. Is there any
specific part of this programme directed towards the great powers, especially the U.S. public? heasked. John English meanwhile wondered who within the great powers needed to be convinced
of the merits of the programme. Is it elite opinion or public opinion that needs to be brought onside? He noted that in Canada, elite opinion carres the day: things have been changed against thewill of public opinion. How critical is elite opinion in the US? he asked. Echoing these questionsof who and how, Heidi Hulan reminded us of the enormous challenge posed by the permanentmembers of the UN Security Council. They have their own national interest in mind and theirveto power will ultimately decide what does and does not come to the fore.

Dean argued that the Global Action program was realistic and was in fact moving toward
implementation, as indicated by the nature of the present discussion: Participants were
discussing, not whether a global security system could be created, but the imperfections of analready existing global security structure.

Stan Windass wound up the proceedings by reverting to the problem of enforcing justice betweensovereigns which was the dilemma faced by the mediaeval thinkers who codified the just wardoctrine. While it is true that in early theological formulations sovereignty descended from Godvia the pope to sovereigns, by the late Middle Ages sovereignty in effect firmly resided with themonarchs. It then descended through the democratic and human rights movements to the people,
where it now resides. If "we the people" have an obligation to intervene to prevent genocide andcrimes against humanity, we must have a corresponding obligation to discover or invent themeans for effective intervention. The Foundation for International Security will therefore focusits research for the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty on the
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SELECTED CCFPD REPORTS FROM 2000-2001'

Conflict Prevention and Peacebuilding
Renewing Partnerships for the Prevention of Armed Conflict: Options to Enhance Rapid Deployment andInitiate a UN Standing Emergency Capabîlity. Peter Languile, Global Human Security Ideas andInitiatives. Fali 2000.

Report from the Roundtable on Expert Deployment to International Peace Operations. CCFPD.
September 12, 2000.

Canadian Peacebuilding in the Middle East: Case Study of the Canada Fund in Israel/alestine andJordan. Tarni Amanda Jacoby, University of Manitoba. Faîl 2000.

Les Enterprises canadiennes et la consolidation de la paix. Jean-Francois Rioux, Francisco-José Valiente,and Christian Geiser, Université du Québec a Montréal. Le 31 octobre 2000.

Nuclear Weapons and Small Arms
Ballistic Missiles Foreign Experts Roundtable Report. Ernie Regehr, Project Ploughshares aud PeterMoore, CCFPD. March 30,2000.

NATO-Nuclear Weapons Roundtable Report. CCFPD. August 24-25, 2000.

Small Armns and the OAS Roundtable Report. CCFPD. April 28, 2000.

Examen des récentes initiatives gouvernementales et d'ONG concernant les armes légères et appréciationsur leur efficience: proposition pour un indice de sécurité individuelle (ISI). Frances Gaudreault et al.
Summer 2000.

Globalization and Firearmns: A Public Health Perspective. Wendy Cukier et al. Fal 2000.



Children 's Rights
Children and Violent Confliet: Meeting the Challenge of Diversity. Erin Baines, Dalhousie University;

Barry Burciul, University oflToronto. Summer 2000.

Business and Labour
Canadian Firms, Canadian Values. Canadian Business for Social Responsibility. May 200.

Africa
Report from the Ottawa Nigeria Roundtable. CCFPD. March 20, 2000.

Asia-Pacifi-c
APEC Media Monitoring Report: A Synopsis of Key Findings from IMPACS' 1999 Youth Internship

Project. Institute for Media, Policy and Civil Society. 2000.

Report from the Burma and Drugs Roundtable. CCFPD. May 15, 2000.

Report from the North Korea Roundtab le. CCFPD. January 22, 200 1.

Report from the Victoria Roundtable on Indonesia. CCFPD. March 13, 2000.

Europe
Report on Cyprus: Living Together in the New Century Roundtable. CCFPD. February 14, 2000.

Ansericas
Canada, Indigenous Peoples and the Hemisphere Roundtable Report. CCFPD. March 23, 2000.

CCFPD Summary Report: The Americas. CCFPD. Faîl 2001.

Rapport de syntèse du CCDPE: les Amériques. CCFPU. Faîl 2001.

Threats to Democracy in America. Max Cameron, Canadian Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL).

March 3-4, 2000.

Report from the Roundtable on Governance, Civil Society and the Ainericas. CCFPD. January 28, 20(

Report from the Roundtablc on Canada-Cuba Relations. CCFPD. January 18, 2000.

y -t. A1 À..., .,.A -I~.o ~rid Rencnrt (OAS'I. CCFPD. April 26, 2000.
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